Registration form
Name: …………………………………………………..
Address: ………………………………………………..
…………………………………. Pcode: ……………..
Tel: ……………………….Mobile: …………………...
Email: ……………………………………………………
Time of Birth:
Date of Birth: …………….. (if known) …………...
Location of Birth: ……………………………………..
Full Name at Birth: ……………………………………

Sara Gilbert
Sara Gilbert is a Professional Member of the Tarot
Guild of Australia based in Frankston. She is also a
member of the Association of Professional
Astrologers and holds the Practitioners Diploma in
Astrology from the Federation of Australian
Astrologers. Sara has been practicing and teaching
Palmistry since completing a certificate course at
Visionary Spiritual College in 2006. She has since
thoroughly researched the subject and in the course
of conducting hundreds of Palmistry readings she
has added much of her own intuitive knowledge to
this foundation. Sara includes the hands of famous
people, along with those of the students, to bring
greater depth to the training experience. She also
offers tuition by correspondence teaching students
the art of hand printing in order to overcome the
difficulty through lack of practical demonstrations on
live subjects.

…………………………………………………………..

Hand Analysis
(12 week course)

By correspondence at any time or
as shown on the Current Schedule
page of the LSC website

Fee Structure
Enrolment $50 (non-refundable)
Total Cost $900 (paid in advance)
No enrolment fee is required if the total course is
paid for before commencement. Fees may also
be paid on an instalment basis at $75 per week.
Students starting the course are liable for the full
cost. Classes will be recorded for any students
who needs to miss a week
Payment available by
Cash, Direct Deposit, Paypal or Credit Card
BSB: 033 179 Account #: 214316

Sara’s gift is decoding the unique emotional patterns
in your life, enabling you to become at home with
yourself and find your special place in the world. She
is able to draw on wisdom from multi-faceted
knowledge of esoteric systems: astrology, tarot,
myth, goddess energy, the tree of life, numerology,
palmistry and hand analysis. This enables a richer
understanding, as each tool reinforces your life
design through a slightly different lens. Sara can
work with you through private consultation or a
series of courses and workshops. She regularly
reads at festivals, parties, ladies nights & corporate
events, working in most states throughout Australia.

11 Clover Place, Carrum Downs, Vic 3201
0412 235 935
sara@lifespiritconnections.com.au

www.lifespiritconnections.com.au

Course Structure
Week One (What Can’t Be Changed)
Elemental Hand
Fingerprints Types
Centres of Influence

Week Seven (Jupiter, Leadership & Power)
Index Fingers and Mounds

Course Context


Combination of traditional palmistry wisdom and
modern research



Learn to quickly identify Life Purpose & Lessons
from the fingerprints and hand markings

Strength of the Jupiter Finger
Ability to Lead and Discern

Week Two (Gifts for Life)

Week Eight (Saturn & The Line of Fate)



Connects hand characteristics to goddess
archetypes from mythology

Palmar Dematoglphics
Connections to Mythology

Middle Finger as Life Purpose or Lesson



Practical course with a research basis from a
practicing palmist and hand analyst

Goddess Archetypes in the Palm

Getting the Rubber to the Road

Week Three (The Line of Life)

Week Nine (Apollo & The Line of Creativity)

Life Characteristics
Vitality & Personal Preferences
Timing & Clarity of Focus

Ring Fingers as Life Purpose or Lesson
Confidence and Relationship to Jupiter Finger
The Apollo Line

Week Four (The Moon & the Line of Intellect)

Week Ten (Mercury & The Lines of Intuition)

Luna Mound

Little Fingers as Life Purpose or Lesson

Head Line
Imagination & Independence

Medical or Psychic Intuition

Week Four (Venus & the Line of Love)
Approach to Love & Relationship
Compassion & Empathy
Desire Nature

The Fate Line, Self-Determination

Healing, Communication or Business Focus
Week Eleven (Gifts on Offer)
Stars & Other Symbols throughout the Hand
Use It or You Lose It
Multiple Gift Markings

Week Five (Mars, Pluto, Getting Things Done)
Week Twelve (Fingers, Twists & Turns)
The Thumbs as Life Purpose or Lesson
The Plain of Mars & Pluto
Persistence & Stubborn

Spacing Between the fingers
Left & Right Hand Differences
Bending & Finger Length

Previous courses separated Palmistry from the
Fingerprint Analysis Sara has taught for many
years as part of her “Finding Your Life Purpose”
workshops.
She has also spent a lifetime
researching goddess archetypes through myth
and more recently through asteroids associated
with intuitive abilities through the charts of those
who work with them on a daily basis. She is
excited to be able to pull this wisdom together and
build on the existing bodies of knowledge in this
field, sharing it with others through this course

Testimonials from Previous Students:
“Sara’s unique balance in her teaching ability with her
extensive knowledge really gives her students in-depth
insights and great practical experience to work with.
Great course Sara, can’t wait for next one! ” Steven
“Sara is patient & supportive and helps you in the
direction you need to go. A guiding light.
Thank you xxoo” Mary Ellen
“Sara is a very knowledgeable teacher who brings her
unique experience and passion to her courses &
workshops. I would recommend this to anyone who
wants to learn about themselves from a deeper
perspective .” Yvonne
“l loved the depth of information in the notes and the
way it was ordered to allow consolidation from week to
week. Sara’s approach is very personal and dynamic,
leaving her students empowered with refined goals.”
Barbara

